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Summary

Species with broader geographic ranges are expected to be ecological generalists, while species with higher heat tolerances may be relatively competitive at more extreme and increasing temperatures. Thus, both traits are expected to relate to increased survival during transport to new regions of the globe, and once there, establishment and spread. Here, we explore these expectations using datasets of latitudinal range breadth and heat tolerance in
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freshwater and marine invertebrates and fishes. After accounting for the latitude and hemisphere of each species’ native range, we find that species introduced to freshwater systems have broader geographic ranges in comparison to native species. Moreover, introduced species are more heat tolerant than related native species collected from the same habitats. We further test for differences in range breadth and heat tolerance in relation to invasion success by comparing species that have established geographically restricted versus extensive introduced distributions. We find support that geographic range size is positively related to invasion success in freshwater species only. However, heat tolerance is implicated as a trait correlated to widespread occurrence of introduced populations in both freshwater and marine systems. Our results emphasize the importance of formal risk assessments before moving heat tolerant species to novel locations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The introduction of species by humans to geographic regions outside their native ranges is influencing ecosystems from the deep sea to the poles [1]. While some introduced species have had minimal or even positive impacts beyond their system of origin [2], others spread rapidly and have wide-ranging direct and indirect negative impacts [3]. Introduced species have been implicated in causing biodiversity loss [4], regime shifts [5] and extinctions [6], all of which can impact human resources and economic activity [7]. Furthermore, there is evidence that non-native species may fare better than native species in a warming climate [8]. This observation begs the question of whether aspects of heat tolerance, in particular, are related to invasion success.
Species with greater ecological generality and the capacity to tolerate more extreme abiotic conditions may be more likely to be transported, by virtue of their inhabiting broad, native geographic ranges. Moreover, these species may also have a greater probability of matching between their environmental tolerances and conditions in novel habitats, effectively increasing their capacity to survive transport, colonize and establish in new locations, and spread to inhabit broad, introduced distributions [9]. Indeed, recent experimental and meta-analytical studies of both marine and freshwater species indicate that introduced species are distinguished by broader native latitudinal ranges, as well as tolerance of environmental variability and extreme heat at both the whole organism and cellular levels (e.g., [10-14]). At warmer environmental temperatures, the growth rate, recruitment success and survivorship of introduced species can also be higher, leading to a competitive advantage over native species [15-19]. Therefore, traits conferring successful navigation of the various stages of the invasion pathway may additionally allow introduced species to fare better in a warmer climate.

Here we investigate whether native and introduced aquatic invertebrates and fishes can be distinguished by geographic range attributes and physiological tolerances [20]. We first test the expectation that for any given location, introduced species will have broader ranges and greater heat tolerances than co-occurring related (i.e., from the same taxonomic order) native species. If introduced species tend to originate nearer the equator than native species from the same locations, we would expect the heat tolerances of introduced species to be relatively higher than co-occurring natives [19]. Hence to advance our understanding of the mechanism behind any differences in heat tolerances between native and introduced species we account for the latitudinal position of each species’ geographic range (quantified as the source geographic range for introduced species) in our analyses.
Next, to better understand if geographic range breadth and heat tolerance play a role in successful invasion, we synthesize additional data on geographic range extent and heat tolerance of three groups: introduced species with either limited or extensive establishment and spread, and species not known to occur outside their native range. We test two sets of predictions with a global dataset. First, if broad native latitudinal ranges and high thermal tolerances are pre-requisites for successful transport, colonization and establishment in novel locations, then all introduced species able to colonize outside of their native range, regardless of spreading success following initial establishment, will have broader latitudinal ranges and greater heat tolerances in comparison to native species. Second, if the establishment and spread of introduced species is facilitated by these traits, then those species achieving widespread occurrence following establishment will have broader source ranges and higher thermal tolerances than both native species and introduced species with limited non-native distributions. We provide support for a positive relationship between invasion success and wider source geographic range sizes in freshwater species. However, ability to establish and spread extensively is related to higher heat tolerances in both marine and freshwater species.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Data collection and inclusion criteria

We gathered data from published reports (1927-2011) of thermal tolerance in ectothermic animals from aquatic environments. Data were obtained by literature searches (ISI Web of Knowledge and Google Scholar) with a combination of search terms “marine” OR “estuarine” OR “freshwater” OR “aquatic” AND “CTmax” OR “upper temperature limit” OR “heat tolerance” OR “thermal tolerance” OR “thermal limit”. We compiled taxonomic details and
latitudinal range limits using additional on-line searches (citations are reported in datasets S1 and S2 and the majority of contributions are from FishBase [21] and the Global Invasive Species Database [22]). The equatorward range limits of species whose ranges extend both north and south of the equator were set to zero, and their geographic range breadths were calculated for the hemisphere in which they occurred at the highest absolute latitude.

Those studies quantifying thermal tolerances of native and introduced species from the same habitats and with the same methods were included in the first analysis, distinguished as the “co-occurring” dataset (dataset S1). This analysis allowed us to address the prediction that if ectothermic animals from any given shallow aquatic habitat are sampled, introduced species will have wider ranges and higher heat tolerances. This dataset was comprised of 15 published studies plus the experiments described herein (n = 16 studies).

In the second (“global”) dataset, thermal tolerance data for 215 species of freshwater and marine fishes and invertebrates were compiled (dataset S2). The native status of species from the co-occurring dataset reflected if the species was native to the particular study location, and was changed for the global analysis if this species was introduced in another region of the globe. We first ensured that the reported occurrences of species in novel locations were before 2003. We then classified introduced species as having extensive or limited distributions based on the geographic extent of their occurrence in novel locations.

Species with extensive introduced ranges (n = 69) displayed high establishment and spreading potential: these species are distinguished by having established populations in five or more novel regions, typically on multiple continents. *Asterias amurensis* (northern Pacific sea star) and *Charybdis japonica* (paddle crab) have spread rapidly to span more than one
degree of latitude in a new locality, and are therefore included in the “extensive” category. Species classified as having limited non-native ranges (n = 38) were restricted in geographic extent, such as to an island or bay, with limited potential for establishment and spread (such as has occurred for several bait fishes, e.g., *Agosia chrysogaster*). A cut-off of 4 or less established populations was selected to distinguish “limited” non-native distributions.

(b) *Thermal Tolerance Experiments*

Heat tolerance data for aquatic species is more extensive in Northern hemisphere species. To increase the representation of species from austral habitats, we assessed the thermal tolerances (critical or lethal limit) of six invasive species (*Chiton glaucs, Physa actua, Sabella spallanzanii, Mytilus galloprovincialis, Crassostrea gigas, Asterias amurensis*) and four native Australian marine invertebrates (*Ischnochiton australis, Gyraulus cf. gilberti, Sabellastarte australiensis, Patiriella brevispina*). Animals were hand-collected between April and July 2011 from three locations. Following collection, specimens were transported to the laboratory in a temperature-controlled container in water from the collection site (13-14°C). On arrival, each species was held (unfed) in a flow-through aquarium system maintained at 16°C for 12 to 48 hours prior to experimentation. During experiments, 10-24 individuals of each species (as reported table S1) were placed in separate containers with fresh or salt water (as appropriate) and immersed in a temperature-controlled water bath (1.0°C ±0.5 accuracy). Temperature was raised at a rate of 1°C per hour from 20.0°C up to the temperature at which all animals in the experimental trial had reached the behavioural end-point identified in pilot experiments. At every temperature increment, responsiveness was assessed. Finally, after bringing the temperature down to 16°C, animals were then re-assessed for recovery. The mean temperature at which animals became unresponsive during
rapid heating is reported in dataset S1. Introduced species were manipulated under a permit issued by the Victorian State Government Department of Primary Industries (NP207).

(e) Statistical analyses

To quantify the relationships of geographic range extent and heat tolerance with invasion success, we conducted analyses separately for the co-occurring and global datasets (datasets S1 & S2). To do so, we fit explanatory models using linear modelling and maximum likelihood techniques in R [23]. Prior to analyses we conducted collinearity diagnostics by calculating generalized variance inflation factors (GVIF) for fixed effects (described below) considered for inclusion in each global model. Fixed effects were excluded when GVIF values exceeded a value of two. The constancy of variance and normality of both the random and fixed effects were confirmed using visual inspection.

We ran six separate analyses where range attributes and heat tolerances were first compared between native and introduced species that co-occurred and, second, for a larger dataset that divided introduced species by the extent of their global introduced distributions (tables S2 and S3). On the basis of known factors likely to influence our response variables, we included habitat (freshwater, marine) and taxon (fish, invertebrate) as fixed effects. Additional covariates for analyses of range attributes included the latitude at which animals were collected (study latitude) and the mid-latitude of the native or, for introduced species, source geographic ranges (to account for possibility that introduced species may live closer to the equator and therefore be relatively heat tolerant). We also considered the interactions between origin and habitat, and between origin and study latitude.
When heat tolerance was the response variable, experiment-related factors that influence thermal tolerance estimates were included as fixed factors [19]: metric category (lethal: temperature at which mortality occurs; critical: temperature at which motor function is lost or “critical thermal maximum”), heating protocol (rapid: > 1°C change day\(^{-1}\); slow: < 1°C change day\(^{-1}\)), life stage (juvenile, adult), pre-experimental acclimation temperature, absolute latitude of specimen collection, and the interaction between thermal tolerance endpoint and protocol. Finally, hemisphere (northern, southern) was included as an additional fixed factor to ensure that inclusion of our experimental data did not bias our findings.

Model selection consisted of assessing whether the inclusion of random effects (nested taxonomy: class within family within genus) and study (co-occurring analysis only) was justified by examining the contributed variance components for each. We excluded random effects that explained < 1% of the overall variance. Including taxonomy controlled for variation in the response variable due to any similarities in geographic range size or heat tolerance that might be present due to shared phylogenetic history, approximated by taxonomic grouping (table S2). A study identifier controlled for variation in heat tolerance due to experimental protocols (table S2b).

Multimodel inference produced model-averaged parameter estimates and unconditional standard errors using AICc for all factors included in the full model (table S2). The 80% confidence model set (table S3) was calculated with the package “MuMIn” [24] and the function \textit{model.avg}.

3. RESULTS
Latitudinal range breadth distinguishes introduced and native species in freshwater systems only. When sampled from the same locations, introduced freshwater species tend to have wider source latitudinal ranges in one hemisphere (by 13.5° of latitude) than co-occurring native species (figure 1a and table S1a). In comparison, the range breadths of marine native and introduced species are similar (figure 1a). In contrast to range breadth, heat tolerance is related to the geographic extent of introduction for both freshwater and marine species. Introduced aquatic species are more heat tolerant (e.g., by 1.7°C for equatorial species assessed with a rapid heating protocol and critical thermal limits, table S1b) than co-occurring related natives (figure 1b).

Redefining introduced status on the basis of global versus regional occurrence patterns for a larger dataset resulted in a similar latitudinal distribution of data for native and introduced species, although with greater representation at mid-latitudes (figure 2a). Both groups of freshwater introduced species have broader latitudinal ranges in comparison to native species, on average by, respectively, 5.6° latitude for those with limited distributions and 12.4° latitude for introduced species with more widespread non-native distributions (figure 2b), a difference that is statistically supported (table S2c). By contrast, the range breadths of marine native and introduced species overlap (figure 2b). While more widely distributed introduced species tend to occur 3.5° latitude closer to the equator than native species, the confidence interval for this difference crosses zero (figure 3a, table S2e). In fact, the broader latitudinal ranges of introduced freshwater species relate primarily to the poleward location of the geographic range; freshwater species with widespread distributions occur an average of 11.7° latitude closer to a pole than native species (figure 3b, table S2f). While the latitudinal position of equatorward range limits were similar in the Northern and Southern hemispheres, we found that, on average, the poleward range limit of species from the Southern hemisphere
was 5.2° latitude closer to the equator than species from the Northern hemisphere. This is presumably because land is limited at higher latitudes in the Southern hemisphere, but suggests similar patterns in the two hemispheres.

Introduced species with widespread introductions are significantly more heat tolerant than those with limited distributions, as well as native species, in both the Northern and Southern hemispheres (e.g., by 2.2°C for equatorial species assessed with a rapid heating protocol and critical thermal limits, table S2d). Thus, those introduced species achieving widespread distributions are generally distinguished by their heat tolerance, while introduced freshwater species are further differentiated by the latitudinal extent of their range, due to greater poleward proximity (figure 3). The higher heat tolerances of widespread introduced species cannot therefore be fully explained by introduced species having geographic ranges which are located closer to the equator.

4. DISCUSSION

Here we find that geographic range attributes and heat tolerance in aquatic ectotherms differ between native and introduced species. While freshwater species with widespread occurrence are distinguished by their broad latitudinal source ranges, the capacity to tolerate heat is common to both freshwater and marine species that have extensive introduced distributions. Moreover, elevated heat tolerance in introduced species is not simply because these species originate from source geographic ranges that fall closer to the equator where the climate is warmer in comparison to native species. Thus, although we have not measured unsuccessful introductions, our findings are consistent with the hypothesis that physiology may underpin successful transport of species to new locations, and once there, their survival,
establishment and spread. Our analysis therefore extends previously observed patterns to the global scale and illustrates important differences between marine and freshwater species in the traits correlated with successful introductions.

In freshwater systems, the latitudinal range breadths of introduced species are broader than native species. While species that with more extensive distributions may be more likely to be transported elsewhere [25], species with broader source geographic ranges are also expected to achieve this breadth due to greater ecological generality. Biological traits such as wider diet breadth, habitat generality, and greater dispersal potential [26] may confer a competitive advantage for those species introduced to a new range [27,28]. This may be particularly true for freshwater species, as native freshwater fishes and invertebrates are distinguished by having restricted latitudinal ranges in comparison to their introduced counterparts. However, native and introduced marine species tend to have similar geographic range breadths and latitudinal position. This finding suggests that geographic range attributes may be less important as a predictor for invasion success in the ocean, possibly because dispersal and habitat connectivity are greater in marine versus terrestrial and freshwater systems [29,30]. Habitat-related differences in the mechanisms driving widespread geographic introduction will be important to test in future studies.

In contrast to geographic range attributes - which differ between marine and freshwater species - heat tolerance is generally elevated in introduced aquatic species that have achieved widespread non-native distributions as compared to those with limited distributions. Our findings therefore implicate heat tolerance as a mechanism that could underlie successful introductions in aquatic systems. Importantly, we show that introduced species displaying extensive establishment and spread are relatively heat tolerant, whereas species that have
colonized but failed to establish, have been eradicated, or those that display limited spreading following establishment have comparable heat tolerances to native species. This may be in part because widely introduced species also tend to occur 3.5° in latitude closer to the equator in comparison to other species, however, the confidence windows among native and introduced species overlap. Therefore, given that our analyses account for study latitude, there appears to be a strong role for species-specific heat tolerance as a mechanism for the success of introduced species that is not simply a by-product of occurring slightly closer to the equator in their source geographic range. While heat tolerance may confer a benefit during transport or colonization to a subset of introduced species, higher thermal limits appear to generally differentiate those species that become the most widespread, many of which have been introduced to multiple continents. Thus species that have been widely introduced may provide the opportunity to consider how regional climate differences and factors such as climate change velocity [30] relate to spreading rates, and thus to identify possible mechanisms underpinning successful introduction.

The mechanisms conferring heat tolerance range from cellular adaptations to organismal behaviors [31] and may differ among introduced species. An open question is whether species with broad introduced ranges tend to be those with a particular set of heat tolerance mechanisms. Regardless of mechanism, higher heat tolerance may enable the occupation of fringe habitats [11], resulting in reduced competition. For instance, introduced infaunal invertebrates in riverine ecosystems occur in relatively warm microhabitats [32]. Performance-related processes such as growth and reproduction may also enhance the performance of introduced species in a warmer climate [10,16,17], suggesting that the competitive advantages for heat tolerance species may be multi-faceted under climate change.
In searching for thermal tolerance information from a wide range of species, we found that experimental data are relatively more common from temperate latitudes (figure 3a). A recent meta-analysis of climate-related performance in native and introduced species also found a majority of studies were conducted in temperate mid-latitude locations [14], where mean environmental temperatures may be less extreme than in tropical regions [19]. Inclusion of heat tolerance data from equatorial latitudes, presently lacking possibly due to spatial bias in research effort and publication, may reveal that the difference between native and introduced species declines in tropical systems where species live, on average, closer to their upper thermal limit [19,33].

Information on juvenile life stages comprises another gap in thermal tolerance data; although we included life-stage as a fixed effect in our model, the majority of data concerned adult stages. Testing for invasion-related heat tolerance in juveniles is a further direction that might indicate how relative heat tolerance at different life-history stages influences how species’ success varies at different stages of the invasion pathway. Moreover, cold tolerance data are less available than data on heat tolerance. Yet because the poleward spread of species will presumably be limited by winter extremes, it is important to examine whether cold tolerance confers advantages to introduced species, as well as overall thermal niche breadth [34]. For instance, some tropical marine invertebrates possess low acute cold tolerance and may therefore be capable of spreading to higher latitudes [35,36]. Moreover, because introduced freshwater species with widespread non-native occurrence tended to have source distributions that were 11.7° of latitude closer to a pole in comparison to native species, these species are also likely to possess greater cold tolerance and capacity to cope with seasonality [19]. We therefore suggest that the study of invasion dynamics at species’
equatorward and poleward latitudes, at different life-stages, and at lower temperatures should be prioritized.

Our results indicate that heat tolerance is an important physiological trait which managers can use to predict the potential of arriving species or new colonists to establish viable populations and spread, such as by following standardized experimental protocols to directly compare the physiological tolerances of introduced and native species. Risk assessments that include metrics of relative heat tolerance may consequently offer an important indicator of invasion risk, including under climate warming. Additionally, because range breadth tends to be greater in species with greater dispersal capacity [28], limiting dispersal pathways in introduced freshwater species is a key management strategy [37].

Here, we provide strong global support that heat tolerance is directly related to the geographic extent of introduction in aquatic ectothermic animals. Our findings corroborate previous studies investigating the potential for introduced species to spread in a warmer climate [14,17,18]. We further provide the novel understanding that heat tolerance could be a primary mechanism facilitating successful introductions, rather than being indirectly related to geographic range characteristics. Heat tolerance may be especially important in determining the impacts of extreme high temperature events predicted to increase in frequency and severity over the next decade, which can significantly impact community structure [38]. Further research in the field of conservation physiology to link experimental heat tolerance metrics with real-world animal responses to environmental variability are also important [39]. Moreover, the physiological and demographic responses of species to environmental variability depend upon the velocity and variability of temperature change [30] in concert with changes in abiotic and biotic factors, such as resource availability [12]. As
the distributional and performance responses of species are idiosyncratic among ecosystems [14], approaches to identify traits that promote colonization, establishment and spread may need to be habitat-specific to provide general predictive capacity of invasion extent and success.
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Figures

Figure 1. (a) Range breadth and (b) heat tolerance of native (N is the reference treatment, shaded grey) and introduced (I) invertebrates (n = 34 species) and fish (n = 34 species) collected from the same locations in marine and freshwater habitats. Box plots display data from 16 studies in both hemispheres. Mixed model coefficients (black circles) and unconditional standard errors are averaged from the set of best models (see methods) where taxonomy (for range breadth) and study (for heat tolerance) were included as random effects. Asterisks indicate where the 95% confidence interval in the difference between introduced versus the reference excluded zero after accounting for other fixed factors and covariates (model results are reported in table S2a & b).
Figure 2. (a) Distribution of study latitude for species categorized as having widespread (IW) and limited (IL) introduced distributions, and native species (N). (b) Averaged mixed model predictions for heat tolerance versus range breadth in invertebrates and fish from marine (open circles) and freshwater habitats (filled circles) where the bars are the unconditional standard error, highlighted by shaded boxes (model summaries are in table S2c & d). Range breadths of introduced freshwater species with widespread distributions are broader than natives (asterisks indicate a 95% confidence interval in the difference between introduced and native species that exclude zero), while range breadths do not differ between native and introduced species in the ocean. The heat tolerance of widely occurring introduced species is higher than native species in both freshwater and marine habitats (black box, as supported by the 95% confidence interval), while introduced species with limited distributions have similar heat tolerance to natives in both habitats. Predictions represent the majority of the data: 35°N latitude, and in the case of heat tolerance, an experimental protocol estimating critical limits using a rapid heating protocol at an acclimation temperature of 20°C.
Figure 3. Absolute latitude of the (a) equatorward and (b) poleward range limits in native (N is the reference treatment, shaded grey) and species with limited (IL) and widespread (IW) introduced distributions from marine and freshwater habitats. Box plots display the distribution of data for 215 species, see figure 2a. Mixed model coefficients (black circles) and unconditional standard errors are averaged from the set of best models where class, family and genus were included as nested random effects. Asterisks indicate where the 95% confidence interval in the difference between introduced and native species groups excluded zero after accounting for other fixed factors and covariates (model results are reported in tables S2e & f).